Introducing

HARPER Chapters

A new early chapter book program specifically created for kids ages 5-8
HARPER Chapters provides unique, entertaining, and fun books designed for kids who have graduated from our I Can Read! program, but are not quite ready for traditional chapter books.

These books are designed to celebrate reading accomplishments and benchmarks, developed with an education expert and jam-packed with interactive material to encourage advancement and reading comprehension.
WHAT MAKES OUR BOOKS SPECIAL?

Milestone Markers
Checkpoints at the end of each chapter to mark reading progress.

Incredible Content
Memorable, diverse characters and adventurous stories.

Art that Wows
Fun and engaging illustrations on every page, and spines that POP.

Creative Backmatter
Unique, fun activities that quantify goals and invite kids to celebrate their accomplishments.

Educator Approval
All materials are vetted and leveled with an education expert.

You read one chapter.
Off to a GLITTERRIFIC start!
Trouble at Table 5

Written by Tom Watson • Illustrated by Marta Kissi

From the author of Stick Dog comes a hilarious series about a trio of best friends whose missions, schemes, and plans transform their school.

Coming Next!
Trouble at Table 5 #4: Can’t Feel My Feet • Fall 2020

Paperback 9780062953407
Hardcover 9780062953414
On Sale: 2/25/20
96 Pages • 2-color

Paperback 9780062953438
Hardcover 9780062953445
On Sale: 2/25/20
96 Pages • 2-color

Paperback 9780062953469
Hardcover 9780062953476
On Sale: 8/18/20
96 Pages • 2-color
Sparkleton follows the adventures—and disasters—of an easily-distracted, shaggy, purple unicorn-in-training who is determined to have magical wish-granting powers.

This series is sure to appeal to fans of the Owl Diaries, My Little Pony, glitter, and anyone who’s ever felt determined to chart their own course.

**Coming Next!**

*Sparkleton #3: The Mini Mistake* • Fall 2020
*Sparkleton #4: The Weirdest Wish* • Winter 2021
In this silly and supernatural series, three cousins encounter dangerous creatures when they stumble across a haunted street in the neighborhood.

Perfect for fans of the Eerie Elementary series or the Notebook of Doom series.

Coming Next!
13th Street #4:
Shocking Shark Showdown • Fall 2020
Coming Soon from

HARPER Chapters

S.O.S. (Society of Substitutes)
A hilarious new series about the least likely superheroes of them all—substitute teachers. If there’s a problem in school, there’s no substitute for these substitutes!

WINTER 2021

Wednesday & Woof
You won't ever meet a more precious and precocious pair than Wednesday and her service dog Woof! This series follows their adventures as they confidently come to their neighbors’ rescue.

SUMMER 2021

Down in the Dumps
The story of a rotten banana, a handleless teapot, and a crusty blob of gunk who live together in the town landfill. Follow three unlikely friends who have to navigate their way around the many dangers that come with living down in the dumps.

WINTER 2022
LEVEL UP WITH HARPER Chapters!